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About the Water Risk Filter
The Water Risk Filter is an online application for corporate officers, facility managers,
and investors to analyze the impact of their business activity on the water supply,
understand potential risk exposures, and obtain ideas for mitigating risk in a proactive
way.
To use the Water Risk Filter, browse to www.waterriskfilter.panda.org. We
recommend that you use Internet Explorer 7 or higher, Mozilla Firefox 9 or higher, the
latest version of the Google Chrome, or Safari 5 browser with pop-ups enabled.

TIP To send an email to WWF with regard to this site, click the Feedback
button on the right side of the browser window.

Site structure
The Water Risk Filter contains five main areas. Access these areas using the navigation
bar near the top the pages of the site.









Home. This page provides general information about the tool as well as links
to the user guide a video tutorial, the FAQs, and more information on water
stewardship.
Quick View. This area of the site enables you to assess a facility’s basinrelated and company-related risks based on GPS location and industry.
Depending on the assessment score, the site might suggest a full assessment
for a more detailed company-specific risk report.
Full Assessment. This area of the site contains a tailored questionnaire for
calculating a facility’s specific basin-related and facility-related water risk.
You can present results with different details and populate reports.
Maps. This area of the site enables you to choose from various map
overlays, such as water scarcity, biodiversity, and climate change. You may
also access a complete list of country profiles to give you a more thorough
understanding of water issues in places of key interest.
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About the Water Risk Filter





Mitigation. This area of the site provides information concerning response
to risk. While risk scores are not prescriptive about the specific actions that
you should take, the Mitigation section structures your response along the
steps of stewardship and the three risk categories of the Water Risk Filter.
You can also access a full set of references and support materials for each
step as well as links to relevant case studies based on publicly available
examples. These case studies enable you to explore how other companies
have begun to tackle water issues.
Knowledge Base. This area of the site provides access to supporting
information. Learn about water stewardship initiatives, browse a list of key
publications, and access a complete country profile database.
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Home page
The home page of the Water Risk Filter provides an overview of the site and links to site
resources.

Click the buttons in the navigation bar to go to the various areas of the site. The
Mitigation button appears against a different colored background to call your attention
to this important site feature.

NOTE If you are a portfolio-level or facility-level user, you can access the
Admin Panel by clicking the link of your login name near the top of the
page, toward the right.



To switch between English and Spanish versions of the site, click the EN
and SP links near the top of the page.
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Home page





To read a news story about water risk, click one of the links under the
Water Risk News section, or click the name of this section to go to the Water
Risk News page of the Knowledge Base.
To find answers to frequently asked questions, hover over the questions
under the FAQs section.

Logging in and registering
Your login for the Water Risk Filter site determines your level of access to the site’s
features. There are three different access levels:






Portfolio. Portfolio-level logins are for those who require a broad
understanding of a company’s water risk across multiple facilities. Portfoliolevel users can administer the logins of facility-level users of the same
company.
Facility. Facility-level logins are for managers who are responsible for one or
more facilities but who do not necessarily need to assess the water risk for
the company as a whole.
Guest. Guest logins provide limited access for those who want to learn more
about the site and its features.

When you arrive at the home page for the first time, the site provides you with
Guest privileges. To obtain a login for portfolio-level access, click the Register button in
the Log In section.

The site displays the Registration dialog box.
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Home page

Fill in the information in this form, and click Save. You may then use your user name
and password to log into the site and create facility-level logins for other users in your
company. For more information, please refer to the Admin Panel section of this guide.
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Quick View
The Quick View area provides a high level assessment of the water risk for your
company by facility.



To view the pre-assessment for a facility, click the name of the facility in the
list on the left side of the browser window.
To sort the list of facilities alphabetically, by country, or by industry, click
A-Z, Country, or Industry at the top of the list.





To add a facility, click the Add button.
To edit a facility, click the Edit button.
To delete a facility, click the Delete button.

Interpreting the results
The top two matrices in the results provide the assessment for the selected facility:




The results for basin-related risk come from a detailed assessment of 19 risk
indicators related to the GPS position of the facility. To see these indicators,
go to [TK].
The results for industry-related risk are a high-level assessment based on
industry-typical indicators for water withdrawal and consumption, pollution,
and reputational risk.

The top left matrix provides a high-level risk indication for basin- and companyrelated risk. If one of these risks is high, the site displays a warning and suggests that
you perform the full assessment.
The top right matrix provides more insight into what is driving the risk levels and
whether there are quantity- or quality-related issues with regard to water.
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Quick View

The matrix at the bottom shows the assessment for all assessed facilities of the
company as a whole.

Adding a new facility
To add a new facility, click the Add New Facility button at the bottom of the facility list.
The site displays the New Facility dialog box.
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Quick View

Then follow these steps:
1. Type the name of the facility in the Name field.
2. Choose the industry of this facility from the Industry drop-down menu.
3. Indicate the location of the facility by clicking Select On Map. The Select
Location dialog box appears:
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Quick View

In the search field, type the name of the city or region, and click Search. The map
places a marker at this location. If you need to fine-tune the placement of the
facility, zoom in by dragging the Zoom slider, and drag the position of the
marker.

NOTE Providing accurate location information is essential to assessing the
facility’s risk. The tool links the GPS position of the provided location to
the different underlying databases.

4. Click OK. The Select Location dialog box closes.
5. Click Save. The site adds the facility to your company profile.

Adding multiple new facilities at the same time
From the New Facility dialog box, you can add a number of new facilities at the same
time. To do so, click the Adding Multiple Facilities button at the bottom of the dialog
box. The Adding Multiple Facilities dialog box appears.
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Quick View

Then follow these steps:
1. Type the name of a facility in the Name field. The site automatically
opens a new row of fields.
2. Choose the industry for the facility from the Industry drop-down menu.
3. Set the location for the facility by clicking its Select On Map link.
4. Repeat Steps 1–3 for each facility that you want to add. When you are
finished, click Save.
From the Adding Multiple Facilities dialog box, you can also perform the following
actions:



To delete a facility, click its Delete icon to the right of its row of fields.
To revert to the dialog box for single-facility entry, click the Adding One
Facility button.

Editing a facility
To edit a facility, click its Edit button. The site displays the Edit Facility dialog box.

Edit the definition of the facility as you require, and click Save.
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Full Assessment
The Full Assessment area of the site provides a more in-depth look at your company’s
water risk by facility.



To view the assessment for a facility, click the name of the facility in the list
on the left side of the browser window.
To sort the list of facilities alphabetically, by country, or by industry, click
A-Z, Country, or Industry at the top of the list.




To edit a facility, click the Edit button.
To delete a facility, click the Delete button.

The Full Assessment area has four tabs: Questionnaire, Portfolio Results, Facility
Results, and Reports. Each tab gives you different tools for assessing your risk.
Depending on the access level of your login, you might not be able to use all four.

Questionnaire
Use the questionnaire to determine the specific water risk for the selected facility. Each
facility has its own questionnaire; the answers from one facility do not affect the water
risk for other facilities, although a high-risk facility does affect the risk level of the
company as a whole.
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Full Assessment

Answer the questions on the questionnaire, and click the Save And Show Results
button. The site takes you to the Portfolio Results tab.

TIP You may return to the questionnaire at any time to modify your
answers. When you are finished, click Save And Show Results to save
your changes.

Sending a link to the questionnaire to another user
The site enables you to send a link to the questionnaire to another user in your
company. You might use this feature when the other person is better able to answer
facility-specific questions.
To send the link in an email, click the envelope icon to the right of the row of tabs.
The Send dialog box appears.
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To choose the user who should fill out the questionnaire, select this user’s
radio button.
To send the link to the questionnaire to the selected user, click Send.

Full Assessment





To delete a user, click this user’s Delete icon.
To edit a user, click this user’s Edit icon.
To add a new user, click Add User.

Portfolio Results
The Portfolio Results tab shows a matrix of all basin and company risks for all the
assessed facilities of your company.

The table below the matrix provides risk scores for each facility individually.

Facility Results
The Facility Results tab shows aggregated risk scores for the selected facility as a heat
map.
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Full Assessment

Below the heat map, you find detailed results broken down by basin-related risk and
company-related risk. Basin-related risk results come from the Quick View calculations,
based on the 19 indicators linked to the GPS position of the facility location that you
provided. Company-related risk results come from the answers to the facility-specific
questionnaires.




To get more information about a particular risk, hover over its Information
icon.
To edit your answer for any company-related risk, click its Edit icon, and
choose a new answer from the choices that appear. The site makes the
change and marks the Edit icon to help you remember that you modified
this answer. Please note that basin-related risks are not editable.
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Full Assessment

Adjusting weightings
The site weights the various risk factors to determine your facility’s overall water risk. If
you have better knowledge of the local situation and wish to adjust these weightings for
a more accurate assessment, click the Tailor Weightings button at the top of the
detailed list. The Weightings dialog box appears.

Type new values in the fields as you require, and then click OK to save your changes.
The site displays a warning if the sum of the weightings does not equal 100 percent for
each level. To revert to the model’s recommended weightings, click Reset.
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Full Assessment

Reports
The Reports tab provides links to reports about the water risk for your client, company
or facility. Much of the information in these reports comes from the questionnaire, the
portfolio results, and the facility results.

The Water Risk Filter produces three automatically generated reports covering all
relevant items of the risk assessment:
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Portfolio-level report. This report contains high-level risk results for all the
assessed facilities of your company or client and provides insight on the
exposure to water risk on a portfolio level. The report represents risk scores
in a matrix and a list, and it plots the facilities on detailed water-scarcity and
pollution maps.
Facility-level report. This report contains all the information of a specific
facility’s risk assessment, including the heat map and all underlying
individual risk indicators. It also plots the company on water-scarcity and

Full Assessment



pollution maps and generates examples of mitigation responses based on
the facility’s three highest risks.
CDP report. We are working together with the Carbon Disclosure Project
(CDP) to ensure that you have a head start in filling in the next CDP
questionnaire for water. We provide all the information that is available for
your company on a portfolio level in the same structure as the CDP Water
Initiative questionnaire. The site supplies this report in Word format, so that
you can copy and paste your answer into the CDP questionnaire, which gives
you the opportunity to amend your answers.

These reports contain interactive features, including maps and selectable facilities.
The precise set of features depends upon which report you choose.


To view a report, click its title in the list on the left. For the facility-level
report, please select the relevant facility from the list that appears.
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Maps
The Maps section enables you to view various maps concerning water-risk-related
issues. Some of the maps are Google maps, while others are Flash maps; these two map
types provide slightly different features.



To view a map, click its name in the Maps list.



To adjust the view of the map, click the region of the world that you want
to see in the bar along the bottom of the map. If you are currently viewing a
Google map, you can also pan and zoom.
To get more information about a highlighted region, either click the region
(for a Google map) or hover over the region with the mouse pointer (for a
Flash map).
To get more information about a facility on a Google map, click one of the
red map pins. The site takes you to the Facility Results tab of the Full
Assessment area for the selected facility.
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Maps



To view the map at full size, click the Full Size link above the map.

Some maps feature interactive overlays or layers. Scroll to the bottom of the Maps
list; if the currently selected map provides layers, they appear here.

Check the checkboxes of the layers that you wish to show on the map, and uncheck
the checkboxes of the layers that you wish to hide.

Viewing country reports
You can also view specific country reports from the Maps section.
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Maps

Most of the country profiles contain expandable sections of text. To expandFor most
of the country profiles, you can op


To view a country report, click the name of the country under the Countries
list.



To expand a section of text, click the section’s + button. These sections
contain descriptions of the physical, geopolitical, regulatory, and religious or
cultural aspect of water in the country.
To show the description and source of a quantitative indicator, hover over
the indicator with the mouse pointer.
To compare the country’s score for a quantitative indictor with that of
other countries of the world, click the indicator.
To return to the most recent map, click the Back To Map button at the top
of the report.
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Mitigation
The Mitigation area of the site offers valuable suggestions for reducing the water risk for
your company or facility. You can also read case studies about how other companies
have managed and mitigated their risks.
This area has two tabs: Mitigation and Case Studies.

Mitigation
The Mitigation tab presents a matrix of risk factors and types of risk.

To view information at any intersection of the matrix, simply roll the mouse over the
corresponding card.
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Mitigation

To view the mitigation information on a separate page, click the card.

Click the Quick View control to review your current location in the matrix. While this
control is open, you can move to another location by clicking it.
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Mitigation

Return to the original view of the matrix by clicking Back.


To propose a mitigation response of your own for any intersection on the
matrix, click the Propose A Mitigation Response link. The site launches your
default email program if necessary and opens and addresses a new email.
Write your suggestion, and send the email. WWF will follow up with you,
and we may consider your suggestion in future versions of the site.

Case Studies
The Case Studies tab provides links to a number of detailed reports concerning the
mitigation actions that various companies have implemented to reduce water risk.





To view a case study, click its name in the list.
To search the list, type a search term in the search field, and press ENTER.
To filter the list by category or industry, check the appropriate dimension,
choose an option from its drop-down menu, and click Apply Filter.
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Mitigation








To filter the list by risk type, click the desired intersection or intersections
on the matrix, and click Apply Filter.
To filter the list by country, click the map. The site opens the Filter By
Country dialog box. Click the desired country or countries, and click OK to
close the dialog box.
To export the case study, click an icon next to Export To. Your browser
downloads the case study in the corresponding format.
To open a print-ready version of the case study, click the Print link.
To propose a case study of your own, click the Propose Your Own Case
Study link. The site launches your default email program if necessary and
opens and addresses a new email message. Write your case study, and send
the email. WWF will follow up with you, and we may consider your case
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study in future versions of the site.
To return to the list of case studies, click the Back button at the top of the
case study.

Knowledge Base
The Knowledge Base area of the site provides links to a number of different statistics
and resources about water risk and stewardship.




To view an article, click its name in the Knowledge Base list.
To view a country report, click a country name under the Countries list. The
site takes you to the corresponding country report in the Maps section.
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Admin Panel
The Admin Panel enables a portfolio-level user to create new facility-level users and
administer their logins. Facility-level users may review the information in the Admin
Panel but not edit it.


To open the Admin Panel, go to the home page, and click the name of your
login at the top right of the browser window. The Admin Panel opens in a
new browser window or tab.

The Admin Panel has two tabs: Modules and Facilities. Access these tabs by clicking
their names in the navigation bar.

Modules
The Modules tab enables you to create users and assign privileges to their accounts.
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Admin Panel

Adding a user login
To add a user login, follow these steps:
1. Click the Add User button at the bottom of the Users list. The site
displays the New User dialog box:

2. Fill in the requested information for this user login. Note that you
control the login name and password.
3. Click Save. The New User dialog box closes, and the site adds the user
login to your company.

Assigning permissions to a user login
To assign permissions to a user login, follow these steps:
1. From the Users list, click the desired user login. The site displays the
permissions for this login in the table. You can expand the list of
permissions under Assessment and Mitigation by clicking their +
buttons.
2. Check the checkboxes for those permissions that you want to grant in
the corresponding modules or areas of the site. (Please note that an Edit
permission automatically grants Read permission also.) You may also
uncheck a permission that you previously granted to revoke this
particular permission.
3. Click Save.
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Admin Panel

NOTE You cannot edit the permissions for your profile-level login.

Editing a user login
To edit a user login, select the desired login in the Users list, and then click the Edit
button under the login’s details. The site opens the Edit User dialog box; the fields on
this dialog box change depending on whether you are editing a portfolio-level login or a
facility-level login.
Change the values in the fields as you require, and click OK.

Deleting a user login
To delete a user login, select the desired login in the Users list, and then click the Delete
button under the login’s details. The site displays a confirmation message; click OK to
delete or Cancel to cancel.

Facilities
The Facilities tab enables you to assign the facilities in your company to specific facilitylevel users.
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Admin Panel

To do so, follow these steps:
1. In the list of users, select the desired user. The table shows those
facilities for which this user is currently responsible.
2. Check a facility’s checkbox to assign the facility to this user, or uncheck
its checkbox to remove the facility from this user.
3. Click Save.
Please note that your portfolio-level login always has access to all the facilities in
your company; you cannot remove facilities from this type of login.

NOTE The Facilities tab also enables you to add, edit, and delete user
logins. The procedures here are the same as they are in the Modules tab.
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